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ABSTRACT 
Project Multimedia Kuronthogai i .. a Final , eae : Q:.ect ~; ~ ~§i§) offered by the 
Faculty of Computer Science & Information T hnolf}!Thf, T :§ , ,@.: s§{ was divided into 
Thesis l and Thesis ll and supervised by my proj~ct ~u~rv1~or Assoc. Prof. Dr. 
N.Selvanathan. The moderator for this project is Cik Hannyzzura Affal. 
Kuronthogai is a one of the Tamil anthologies. It contains 401 poems. The theme 
of these poems is love and the verse are of the five lands (tinais) in appropriate time. 
Most of the Tamil literatures are in the form of a book. Only few of them are in 
Multimedia environment. It is important to bring the Tamil literatures in Multimedia 
environment. The main objective of this project is to bring the Kuronthogai into a 
Multimedia environment. This Multimedia application will be a tool that will pr )Vt c 
almost full a sistance to the Tamil literature researcher. hapter I of this r 'port ov · "1 
the general view of this project. This chapter cover the objc rive of thi projc r, how thi. 
project was planned the project chcduling expected out come 
requiremenr. 
Chapter 2 covers literature review . It contains a brief history of th 
literatures and how the poem in Kuronthoga! were di ided. The tools u ed for 
developing this application are Macromedia Director 6.0, Datagrip, Mier oft A 7. 
and Murasu Anjal Tamil word proce r. hapter co th method I 
application. The database design and ystem design were described in thi chapter. 
hapter 4 cove implementation, chapt r 
evaluation. 
co er testing and hapter 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION Multimedia Kuronthogai 
I NTRODUCT/ON 
CHAPTERl 
Kuroruhogai literally means a Tamil anthology of 401 short poems with each 
stanza ranging from 4 to 8 lines. This work has brought together a number of verses 
attributed to as many as 203 poets, of whom 15 were poetesses. The compilation of the 
work is attributed to a poet by name Purikko. The theme of this work is love and th 
verses are of the five lands (tinats), Most of the Tamil literatures in Tamil tan uag are 
in form of book. Only few of them are in Multimedia environment. lt is important' t 
bring the Tamil literatures in Multimedia environment. 
1.1 OBJECTIF OF THE PROJE T 
The objective of this project is to bring the Tamil literature . pe iall 
Kuronlhogai in Multimedia environment. This Multimedia application i to : 
i. Bring the Kuronthogai in Multimedia environment. 
ii. Pioneer to other Tamil literature 
iii. To help under tand those who can't read and write Tamil but can understan 
spoken Tamil 
iv. To help researcher in Tamil literature 
1.2 AIM , RELEVAN E, IGNIFI AN E OF THE PRO.TE T 
The Multimedia Kumnthogai i aimed to help the Tamil re ear he . It w ·11 be a 
tool that will pro Ide almost full n' i tan to th sir sen . h. hi pli ati n main! 
focu sc into int motive Multi med in. 
1.J Rf" F#. R 'H Pl N AND MJ~THOD 
To de ilop thi, multimedie application, we need to und tand Tamil literature. 
h important port i. rctrievnl f the key words. 
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CHAPTER l lNTRODUCTCON Multimedia Kuronthogai 
1.3.I Visiting Indian Studies Deportment of Unh@' t:t i, ~ ·at 
Visiting Indian tudies Department in Univ rB-i:t 0" j\:fal ¥a fias h@Iped to obtain 
information and re ources about Tamil literature es~iru1 ~ '-U @ th@Sflt. Visit to Indian 
Studies Department includes, interview and questionnaire ~esfiltln with the Indian Studies 
Department lectures. lnterview and questionnaire has enabled me to collect the related 
data and information. 
1.3.2 Interview 
interview session will enable the Indian Studies Department lecture to provide the 
necessary information. They have helped us to classification of Tamil literature b mean 
of keywords. 
1.3.3 Questionnaire 
Questions prepared for the questionnaire session has helped me to g t m " u 
accurate information. The questions were not technical be au e not all the I tur ar 
computer literates. Questions were simple and easy to und rstand. 
J .4 EXPECTED OUT OME 
The outcome of Multimedia Kurontho tai will be a computer bas d Multim din 
application. 
Two important f ature of the multim dia application are: 
i. The application includ the lyric and explanation in Tamil and n lish and th 
ongs, The users will be able to read and listen to the ongs. he us rs can al > 
search the poems b s arching using keywords. 
ii. The applicati n is m a multimedia environment. hi h main rnultirnedi 
elem nts like sound, t~xt raphics, vid •o lips and nimati n. 
1.5 PLA. N.ING 
Plann n to 
inition of th • ·ope or the proj ct 
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CHAPTER l lNTRODUCTION .111/tlmedia Kuronthogai 
ii. Project planning and scheduling 
1.5.1 Scope Of The Project 
Definition of scope of the project focuses on th~ 
main focus of this project is on the multimedia elements and databa~~. 
1.5.2 Project Planning And Scheduling 
The development methodology for this project is System Development Life Cycle 
(SDLC). Each phase in SDLC is presented discretely and is never accomplished as a 
separate step. Several activities can occur simultaneously and activities may be repeated. 
Because of the cascade from one phase to another, this model is known as the 'waterfall 
model . Activities were planned and divided according to planning requirem nt & 
analysis, design, implementation, testing and maintenance. 
Planning ,_ 
.o. ~, 
Requirement & Analysis - 
~i ., 
Deign ~ 
0 
1 r 
lmpl mentation - ... ', 
esting ~ 
0 
1 r 
Maintenan 
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CHAPTER l lNTRODUCTION ftiltime_dia Kuronthogai 
Phases 
Planning 
Requirement & Analysis 
• Interv1~w 
• Questionnaire 
Data analysis 
• Data flow diagram 
Design Logical design 
• Design process 
• Design input/output 
• Design interface 
Physical design 
• c ign databas 
• ata dictionary 
Sy tern Implementation oding 
Sy tern Testing Testing 
Maintenance & nhancement Maintenance 
Table 1.0 Activities planned/or this pro} t 
Th anti chart offers a graphi di play f activitie durati n. It i , rn tim ~ 
referred to as a bar chart. It Ii t activitie and other tabular inf rmati n on th I ft id . 
Activity duration is hown in the f rm of hori ntal bar' on th right id th hart 
with time intervals ver the ban>. Thi Gantt chart i · a tuall a creen from Mi ro ft 
Project 4 .. The anu chart fi r tru pr ~ect i in appendi . 
l.6.1 oflw•n R qulrem nt 
Th platform for Mulumedia Kurontlwµai 
s 1 • t d t > d · lop Multimedia Kuronthogai are : 
Wind . The t I were 
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CHAPTER 1 fNTRODUCTTON Multimedia Kuronthogai 
1. Macromedia Director 6.0 
ii. DataGrip 
Iii. Microsoft Access 7 
1.6.1.1 Macromedia Director 6.0 
Director is an industry-standard authoring tool for multimedia production. 
Director not only combines multimedia elements into a portable movie, but also backs 
them up with Lingo, Director's own interactive scripting language. Lingo enables a 
Director developer and the movie's audience to control any situation in the production. 
Beyond Lingo and Director, if we would like to add feature to Director that Lingo doesn't 
provide, we can obtain or create C modules, called Xtras, which communicat .. with 
Director. 
1.6.J.2 Datagrip 
Datagrip is an extension Xtra for Macromcdia Director and Authorv r that 
provides a powerful and simple interface to Microsoft Acee. -forrnat databa n 
use Datagrip to quickly store, retrieve, and sort aJI kinds of informauon for cl troni 
catalogs, computer-based training, and template-based pre entations We n n d and 
write data to Access databases, return sets of record based on an Q que , ear h for 
records, use stored queries and perform mo t of the common databa e perati n that 
you can do through Microsoft Acces . 
1.6. l.J Micro~oft Access 7.0 
Microsofrt Acces 7.0 for Windows operating y tern pro ide relati nal data e 
power to give information to make better deci ion . It enable t rage and reiri e data 
by Director. Microsoft Ac ess 7.0 offers improved 2·bit perf rman e. ffi ient 
ompilatlor, and bett r doto manipulation technolog re 'ult in nicker re 
into. o · ration . 
and f; ter 
1. 1.2 Hatdwu Requirement 
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CHAPTER l fNTRODUCTlON Mullim dia Kuronthogai 
The hardware and system requirements sugg . ued for M:t~·j 'i'u ·11'1!· ~~ .. :~ 
• Windows 95 or later 
• Pentium or faster processor 
• hard disk with l .2 OB space 
• 32 MB of Ram 
• CD ROM drive 
• Mouse 
• VGA or higher resolution video adopter 
• Scanner 
• Multimedia speaker 
• Microphone 
• 
6 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 111.llim(•dia Kuronthogai 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
CHAPTER2 
2.1 HISTORY OF TAMIL LITERATURES 
Tamil is one of the oldest living languages in the world. Other old ancient 
languages were Hebrew, Latin, Germanium, French, Greek etc. Almost all these classical 
and old languages are not spoken by the respective people now. Except for the ancient 
literature all of them except French perhaps are not spoken now. Somehow Tamil ha. 
survived the passage of time. It is still spoken by 80 million Tamils th" wort i o r. 
Having been assimilated the changes the language ha grown with the ng . Thi 
adaptability of Tamil is unique in character. Tamil literature c pun .. a period of not I .. 
than 3500 years. Future researche may even push these by a few thousand ea . more. 
As in the case of every language the socio ~ political climate f th period ha 
been affecting the growth and well being of Tamil. Tum ii has been succe full em rging 
victorious by embracing and enabling each succe sive generation because fit tru tu.ml 
perfection as well as adaptability. The literature of each period refle t the agonie and 
achievements, the insatiable quest for advancement in thing ephemeral and piritual et . 
of the people. ·oreign inva ions and overlordships have hifted the teed arowth orne 
times but poets have arisen out of the ashes to sing the praise of the ind mitabl 'M th r 
Tamil' which continues to exude her illustrious charm till date. 
The period of the three academies of Tamil covering a period of r u hi 17 O 
year up to 2 0 A . This i on ider d t be the Iden Age f Tamil it rature. Th 
literatur , predominentl: poetry is fresh, b rn out of fertile ima ination take th- brief t 
of forms to pre. ent a pi nures jue panorame of tho live. and tim . Wnr and I e happen 
to he the ubj t mutter. Th serenu and chasiit in I ampl m tch n bili and 
atne: s in ' ur, What begins a a supreme effort f the m 1. ci ilized people pr 
throu h stead pro r ss to be mercilessly ended by th h ant ides r the ri ing 
7 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVlEW t:dul!imedta Kuronthogai 
oceans, which are reported to ha e swallow d thoust ,, s 
great people. However zealous kings and patriotic t-~· 
possible to the benefit of the succeeding generations. 
@1• ··he ebode of this 
2.2 TRE DIVISIONS 
Tamil literature falls into three great divisions: 
i. Poetry (!ya/) 
ii. Music (Isai) 
iii. Drama (Natakam) 
Music and Drama have no representative works left after the great deluges. Poetry went 
under two di tinct heads Ilakkanam and llakkiyam. llakkanam, which was lrammar, 
dealt with the art of correct and elegant writing. llakkiyam was the general term for all 
written works, which included all, approved poetical compositions written on th rul , 
laid down. Ilakkanam was treated under five sections: 
i. Letter (E/1111u) which constituted a part of ramrnar which deals with th numb r 
name, order, origin, form, quantity and combination of letters. 
ii. Word (Sol) which treated of the four parts of speech, noun, erb parti ipl . n 
adjectives also including etymology and syntax. 
iii. Matter (P rul) or the subject which a di cour e of any kind i formed. Thi 
section treated of the passions and affections of the mind, which a t internall on 
man and of metter belon 1ing to the external world. 
iv. Prosody (Yaappu 
v. Rhetor] (. 11/ 
The word Akam treat th 'affair of the heart' or love between the and their 
attitude and behavior towards each oth r, from th dav n f I 
ettle down to rnarri d life and the finals thereof. 
I ur 1m d I, with oil oth r mnttor, f th· ternal w rid. hi fl bj ti in natur 
tv n them till th 
u di tin t from th subje uve a ·1'° ·ts dealt with Akam, 
h. ' ord Tin 11 or I ·nds its slf to different interpretation 
k lit nu/ and l uratt n 11 denote the behavior pattern or our 
land cl and c ndu t. 
fhumanit . 
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CHAPTER 2 UTERA TURE REVTEW 4//.1(/tinu:dia Kurontho. ai 
Akatttnai is treated under seven heads: 
i. Unilateral Love (Katkkilai) 
ii. Proper Love (Union, Separation, Patience in ~·=~=~~~a' · 0~ailin~ and Sulking) 
(Aintinai) 
· iii. Improper Love (P runtinai) 
2.3 KURONTHOGAI 
ln all this love poetry, there are three divisions of: 
i. Mutalporul 
ii. Karupporul 
iii. Uripporul 
Mutal, Karu and ri of each region are enunciated by Tolkappiyar, Mutalporul on, ists 
of land (space) which is divided into five tracts and time which i. plit up into 
Perumpoluthu the seasons of the year and irupoluthu or day watch and night wnt h. 
The five divisions of land are: 
i. Postoral regions (Mullai) 
ii. Hills (Kurincl) 
iii. Arable lands (Marutham) 
iv. Coastal belts (Neital) 
v. Dreary wa te (l'al 11) 
The six divisions of the year (August- July) are: 
i. loudy (K oar) 
ii. old (Koothir} 
iii. rt dew {Munpanl, 
iv. Later dew (Plnpant) 
v, prin (h'l n nl 
umm r "/\4t11lruv in 
The si. divL ion, of tho d tY ore: 
I. Momin . K ta! 1/ .00 a.m. 10. 0 a.m. 
II. Noon 'NcmpaJ1,t1I I 0.00 a.m. - 2. 0 p.m. 
ill. first hour of night (Maalat) 2.00 p.m. - 6.00 p.m. 
9 
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CHAPTER 2 UTERATURE REVIEW M'ul(m1cdia Kurontho 
iv. Evening (Yedpadu) 6.00 p.m. 10.00 p.m. 
v. Midnight (Yamam) l0.00 p.m. - 2.00 tun. 
vi. The smal1 hours of night (Vaikarai 2.00 am.= ~.00 :ffi: 
Karupporu/ compries the: 
i. Deities (Deivam) 
ii. Food (Unavu) 
iii. Fauna (Vilanggu) 
iv. Flora (Maram) 
v. Birds (Pul) 
VI. Drum (Parai) 
vii. Occupation (. itolll) 
viii. Lyre (Yaal) 
ix. Tune (Pan) 
Urtpporul or proper love activity is the particular episode in a man's lo Ii "' 
psychologically and idealistically ascribed to the particular region. The fi f 
requited love and its concomitants are linked to the five fold divisions of land, 
The five divisions of love are: 
i. Union (Punarthal) 
ii. Patience in separation (lruttal 
iii. Sulking (Oodal) 
iv. Bewailing (lranggal 
v. eparation (Ptrttal, 
10 
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CHAPTER 2 UTERA TURE REVIEW M.11(1/media Kurontho. ai 
KURONTHOGAI 
Land 
(Tina/) 
Postoral regions 
(Mui/al) 
Hills 
(Kurlncl) 
Arable lands 
(Marutham) 
Coastal belts 
(Neita/) 
Dreary waste 
{Pala/) 
Mutslporul Ksrupporul Urlpporu/ 
Time Deities 
(Kaalam) (Del\tem) 
Food 
Divisions of the year DMalons of the day (Un/JllU) 
(Parumpoluthu) (S/rupoluthu) 
Fauna 
(Vllanggu) 
Cloudy First hour of night 
(Kaer) (Maalal) Flora 
Midnight 
(Maram) 
COid 
(Koothlr) (Ysmam) B rds 
(Pu/) 
Eartydew Small noura or night 
(Munpanl) (Vall<BraQ Drum 
Morning 
(Peral) 
Later dew 
(Plnpanl) (Keala) Occupation 
Spring Noon 
(Se/toll/) 
(Elttvenl) (NsnpagaJ) Lyre 
Summer Ev nlng (Yael) 
(MuthlNMI) (Y()(Jpodu) Tun 
(Pan) 
Flgur, 2.0 a Mr r •I 1/ ihart of Kuronthogai 
11 
Union 
(Punarth I) 
Patience In epar 1 on 
(Jruttal) 
Sulking 
(OodaQ 
Bewailing 
(lranggaf) 
Separation 
(PlrltaQ 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW M.1(/.timedia Kurontho ai 
2.4 TOOLS OVERVlE\V 
2.4.1 Macromedia Director 6.0 
System Requirement 
• 486 or faster processor 
• Windows 95, Windows NT, or later 
• 16MBRAM 
• Hard disk with a minimum of 50 MB of free disk space 
Overview 
Macromedia Director 6.0 is an industry-standard authoring tool for multimedia 
production. Director not only combines multimedia elements into a portable mo i but 
backs them up with Lingo, Director's own interactive scripting languugo. Lin o nabl s u 
Director developer and the movie's audience to control any situation in the produ ti n. 
Features 
Director offers an easy-to-use development environment similar to tandard 
applications compared to C and Java. Jn addition, to the powerful scripting langua , 
Lingo. Director's syntax is easy to understand and because the command are like a tun! 
English. This make it easy to learn how to program. A programmer an take ing to the 
extent of a complete programming language, such a . Beyond ingo and Dir tor, if 
we would like to add feature to Director that Lingo doesn t pro ide, v e n btain r 
create module , called Xtras that communicate with Director. 
2.4.2 l>at.agrip 
System Requlrenumt 
• Window '9 , Window' ' 8 or NT 4. r later 
• Mt\ irom diu irector ver ion .0 (or later or Macr media Authorv 
I ~t r 
• A . " l .44 MB Ilopp disk drive (or Internet connecti n fi r down! ding 
• At I ti t 5 M of free disk pace 
4. r 
12 
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CHAPTER 2 UTERATURE REVIEW .1(/limedia Kurontho at 
• Microsoft Access 
Overview 
Datagrip is an extension Xtra for Macromedia Dif~~tor and Authorware that 
provides a powerful and simple interface to Microsoft Access-format databases. We can 
use Datagrip to quickly store, retrieve, and sort all kinds of information for electronic 
catalogs, computer-based training, and template-based presentations. 
We can read and write data to Access databases, return sets of records based on an 
SQL query, search for records, use stored queries, and perform most of the common 
database operations that you can do through Microsoft Access. In addition sine 
Datagrip is fully compatible with Microsoft Access version 1.0 through Acces: · 7 ' 
can use Access to create, edit, and browse the databases we u e with Datagrip, W · can 
even share a single database between multiple Director and Authorware program .. 
Features 
• Full access to Microsoft Access databases from the scripting languag 
• Compatible with Microsoft Acee s databa e from version 1.0 through Ace 7 
• Support for stored queries allows you to store QL querie in the databa 
• Support for parameterized stored queries 
• Unlimited number of records and record et (limited only by memory) 
• Read and write functions for the Windows registry. 
• imple to u e 
Using Datagrlp to create a cross-platform application 
etagrip is u iross-plntforrn application: it run on Mn '. and P 's. in 
uta rip's run-time en inc will only work on 32-bit Wind ma hines it po ible t 
create u ·h n ross .. plntform upplicauon becau c etagrip w de eloped n a and 
l otu ri1 was u, ct us a build tool. 
A build tool i a piece of software that runs only n the de eloper' em. When 
it runs, it real s dntn in another format that is used in the distribution f th application. 
A ood example would be the build tool that is built into Director. The build t l ta1c 
13 
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Director source as input and produces proje tors as the · ij fiUl: §eta~"fip1~ case, the 
build tool reads information from a database parse 
create scripts and text cast members. 
The first and most important piece is the database. In the Getagrip application, 
there are six major categories: Authorware Xtras, Director Xtras, listserv information 
user group information, web resources, and books. Each of these categories has a table in 
the database where information is kept. Let's look into the Authorware Xtra section. The 
table for the Authorware list has four fields: the Xtra name, a description, the company 
that produced the Xtra, and finally an URL to the web site to download the Xtra. The 
build tool looks into this table and, for each record, retrieves the Xtra's information. Thi 
information is then used to create an entry in a cript. This new script is e tunll 1 ' 'I) 
interesting - a script is writing another script. To do that, a string is created with the 
function name, and then the data pulled from the database is used as the argument. h 
new string is then assigned a a cript of a ca t member. Now you have a fun ti n that 
gets called with new data straight from the database. 
Jn our build tool, we fir t create an object that has a member for each of the 
fields in the database. When the build tool is called, it write a script that call th add 
function of our object with the data that wa written in our new cript. ing thi m th . 
the entire contents of the database are tored in memory in an object-oriented fashion 
making it unnece sary to use Datagrip as a nm-time engine. This mean th applicati n 
can be hipped as is; no plugins are required. ur build tool next create c t members 
that hold a text ver ion of the record. This text ver ion i what' isibl when r lling 
through the fields in the Getagrip application. Now that there is a ersion of the data in 
text field and a script that will load it into mem ry at an 1 time a user interfa e n be 
de i med . if ntu rip w 1 · a tuull running in the ba kground, TI1e II wing i a i ual 
r pr en tat ion of th .. pro ·o . 
14 
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Web Page 
[~" 
Text Flies 
Figure 3.0 visual representation of the datagrip 
2.4.3 Microsoft Access 7.0 
System Requirement 
• 486 or faster proce sor 
• Windows 95, Windows NT, or later 
• 16MBRAM 
• Hard disk with a minimum of 40 MB of free di k space 
Overview 
Microsoft Access 7.0 for the Windows95 and Window NT operating 
provides relational database power to gi e you the informati n u n ed to mak b rter 
decisions. It integrates data from spread heets and other database and is the as '· 
find an wer , hare information over Intranet and th Internet, and build f ter bu ines 
solution'. Acces 7.0 allow' you to generate analyze and creat report. without h urs f 
work. It integrate ease of use from the data entry point to printin in H M . 
Fi ature 
• Automuli ull buil ts tablos, queries, form , and reports from m re than 2 t 
of full-Ieaturcd templates giving you the opti n to further t mize them t uit 
our ne ids. 
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• Automatically identifies the relationships in Ull ''"1 
database, and then reorganizes the informariun bl'!a 
• An image control provides a simple way to ine1uae. ifa~ltleal information on 
forms or reports and improves the display performance of the image. 
• Cue Cards provides step-by-step instruction right alongside the task you're 
working on - it's like having your own tutor. 
• Access helps you make the most of your past investments with direct support for 
Microsoft Foxl'ror, Microsoft SQL ServerT, dBASEr, Paradoxr, and other 
popular file formats. 
2.4.4 True Type Font 
True Type Font is a popular form of scalable outline font that will work with most 
printers and is also able to render appropriately on screen. Murasu Anja/ Tamil Tm 
Type Font will use to develop thi application. 
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M ETODOLOGY 
CHAPTER3 
3.J DATABASE DESIGN 
Database is a collection of information stored in an organized form in a computer. 
The design of the database model will support me to do this application. The major aims 
of database design are: 
• To represent the data and the relationship 
• To provide a data mode 
• To specify a design that will achieve the stated performance requirements for the 
application such as response time 
Database design is divided into two phases: 
1. Logical Database Design 
ii. Physical Database Design 
3.1.1 Logical Database Design 
Logical Database Design is a process of constructing a model of the information u e in 
an enterprise based on one model of data. ln the external schema the u r will pe the 
data and the conceptual schema wi II describe: 
• what data is tored in the database 
• entities, their attributes and their relationships among the data. 
• the onstrains on the data 
• semanuc information nbout the dttta 
• se urit und int rity informutlon 
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The tables below shows the design 
I) MAIN 
Field Name Data Type .Field Size ftescFigtion :.. ~ ... ;;t1 
. Poem No Number Long Integer Peem number 
Title Text 50 Title of poem 
TitleSortlndex Number Long Integer Title sorting index 
FirstLine Text 50 First line of the poem 
FirstLineSortlndex Number Long Integer First line sorting index 
Poem Memo 400 The lyric of the poem 
Explanation Memo 200 The explanation of th poem 
Land Text 15 Land type 
Poet Text 50 The poet of the poem 
Sender Text 15 The message from 
Target Text 15 The message to 
2) YEAR 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
YearDivision Text 15 The divi ion of the ear 
Poem No Number Long Integer Poem number 
3)DAY 
Field Name Data Type Field ize Description 
DayDivi 'ion Text I The division of the da 
PoemNo Number Long Integer p mnum r 
lze D · rtption 
Text 
PoemN Number Long Integer Poem number 
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5) FOOD 
Field Name Data Type Field Size vesc.c1.ntiiQn ---·~-- 
Food Text 15 ~il~ teoos 
Poem No Number Long Integer Pcem number 
6) FAUNA 
Field Name Data Type Field Siu Description 
Fauna Text 15 The fauna 
Poem No Number Long Integer Poem number 
7) FLORA 
Fleld Name Data Type Field lze Description 
Flora Text 15 The florn 
Poem No Number Long Integer Poem number 
8) BfRD 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
Bird Text 15 The birds 
PoemNo Number ong Integer Poem number 
9) DRUM 
Field Name Data Type field ize D cription 
Drum Text 15 The drum 
Poem No Number L ng Integer p m number 
Their occupation 
Description Dato Typ;o Fteld ize 
Number Lons Integer P m number 
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11)LYRE 
.Field Name 
Lyre 
Field ize Data Type 
15 Text 
Poem No Number Long Integer Peem number 
12) TUNE 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
Tune Text 15 The tune 
Poem No Number Long Integer Poem number 
Entity relationship mode], views entity types, relationship type and attributes Th 
entity relationship model for this database application is in the appendix, 
3.1.2 Physical Database Design 
Physical Database Design is a process of producing a des ription of th 
implementation of the database on econdary storage; it de cribe the storag tru tur , 
and access methods used to effectively access data. Physical database design wa tared 
the completion of the logical database design. 
3.2 SY TEM DE IGN 
3.2.J Multimedia 
Multimedia is a combination of hardware and software that can produ output 
that combines t xt graphics ound video clips and animation along with ontrol that 
allow u ers to navigate through the finished multimedia applicati n. The ucce of a 
Multimedia Application d pends on the skillful u e of multimedia lernen . 
T· J material i the fundamental form of communication. Viev e will read ast 
qu 1ntiti of textual mat. rial wh en reading a bo k or newspaper, t \! ill not read l t of 
t t on 1 s • n, Muro u Tamil True Type Font will be u d t ie. the te tual material. 
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Graphics 
Graphics are the strongest component of Mult\m©.fila : f. i§ hfil'd to envision a 
Multimedia Application without a liberal use of icons, phot~graD}l§i Br artwork. 
Graphics are used to: 
• add color and images to the page background 
• enhance spatial design to the page layout 
• communicate persona] style 
• display graphic artwork and photographs 
• display spreadsheets and graphs 
• create text graphics for layout effects. 
All the graphics and images that is used will use in this application e pc iall th 
background are related to the poem o as the enable the user to ee the right ontext, 
'Indian classical instrument will be represented bye suitable butt ns and Ii kable 
images. 
Sound 
Sound is a potent communication medium. We can use sound effe , mu 1 and 
narration to enhance the multimedia application. ound file •." •.nif 
formats tend to be huge depending on the quality of the ound de. ir d. he Real Audi 
format • .ra cornpre ·ses the file to one-hundredth the ori inal i with "' nabl quality 
and upJ)Ort trearning audio . 
ound: n u. ed to: 
• up] art i. uni 
• atrra t au ntion and interest 
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• improve perceptions of quality 
• represent things not shown 
• provide feedback 
Recording session will be held with singers. The sound files will be added to this 
application and the users are able to listen to the song when they read the lyric of the 
poem. Indian classical music will be added to the application as a background sound. 
Video 
Video is the most powerful and most expensive medium for online 
documentation. lt is ideal for showing images of real moving objects. Producing id o 
requires specialized equipment, an extensive team of expert professionals and an ample 
budget. For interactive video, design costs and times are about seven to ten time. th e of 
simple video production and require over 300 hours of authoring, for ea h hour of 
interactive video. 
Video is used to: 
• show how things move 
• show what users cannot see directly 
• motivate u ers 
• show human behavior and emotions 
Video lip· will not e added in this application. 
Animation 
Animation i · the illu ion of motion. A~imation tends to ampli whate er else i 
urring in term of visual impclCt. Full motion and sound requir the f uch large fil 
l. •.fli •.nc or •.uvi. There are 20 and 31 programs such as 3 tudi , nespa Ar that 
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create full motion using computer generated images. How@¥ ·· :. ac; e - ~001~ Director 6.0 it 
self can create animations. Animated GIF Images are o..~eti · ¥ .:c; ;, g ·mg~ther many *.gif 
:;; "" = 
images that appear in rapid succession, in the same lQOOtifln givipg th~ sense of illusion. 
Animations will be added to this application to make this application more attractive. 
3.2.2 User Interface Design 
Before implementing a form, it is essential that we first design the layout. The list 
of guidelines for the form designing are (Shneiderman, 1992): 
• Meaningful title 
• Comprehensible instructions 
• Logical grouping and sequencing of fields 
• Visually appealing layout of the form 
• Familiar field labels 
• Consistent terminology and abbreviation 
• Consistent use of colors 
• Visible space and boundaries for data-entry fields 
• Convenient cursor movement 
• rror correction for individual characters and entire fields 
• rror message for unacceptable values 
• Optional fields marked clearly 
• xplanatory me sage for fields 
• ompletion 'i mal 
The form below are user interface design for thi upplicauon, 
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Form 1 
This forrn shows the lyrics of the poem, 'the , - 
explanation, poet and related animation or graphics, This f~rm al§a }ms buttons like ear 
phone, sound on off, go to first poem, go to previous poem, go to next poem and go to 
last poem, 
I Help 11 Search 11 View 11 Glossary 11 Quit I 
POEM NO 
TITL 
p 'T 
LYRICS 
GRAPHICS 
I EXP LANA TlON 
I 
0~EJ~00 
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Form2 
title, poem number, first 1inc of the poem, poet, land, time a.nd 1ov@. This form shows an 
example how was the poem number 289 selected from the Karupporul birds. 
I Help I r Search II View 11 Glossary J I Quit I 
I I SEARCH BY: D ITJ S 
FOOD KARUPPORUL FAUNA TITLE FL RA POEM NO BIRDS FJRST LINE DRUM POET OCCUPATION LAND LYR· TIME Tl JNF. LOVE 
SongNO First Line 
017 . 
055 . 135 
289 
~()() 
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Form3 
This form shows the glossary and the meaning, 
Help 11 Search 11 View 11 Glossary 11 Quit 
GLOSSARY 
WORD LIST MEANING 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
CHAPTER4 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
To develop a Windows based program from scratch through third generation 
programming languages such as C is very time consuming, and difficult . As .Multimedia 
Kurothogai's main feature is of multimedia base which involves a lot of pictures, sound, 
text, animation and video, it is crucial to be able to create the applications appearan es 
through a visual method. Macromedia Director 6.0 has great advantage over other 
multimedia programming tools because Macromedia Director 6.0 offers an easy-t -u 
development environment similar to standard applications compare to and Java, in 
addition to the powerful scripting language, Lingo. 
Director's syntax is easy to understand and because the commands are like a tun] 
English. This make easy to learn how to program. A programmer can take Lingo to the 
extent of a complete programming language, such as C. Beyond Lingo and Director, if 
we would like to add features to Director that Lingo does not provide we an obtain or 
create C modules, called Xtras, that communicates with Director. 
Macrornedia Director 6.0 has extensive error handling facilitie . There ar 
literally hundreds of po sible errors that Macrornedia Director 6.0 can catch and deal 
with. Macromedia Director 6.0 handles design time error by insi ting that th are 
corrected before running the program. When logical error crop up, it's debugger enable 
the programmer to find out what went wrong by working through the program, tatement 
by rtaternent if n need arises. 1 he debugging tool· include th Debug window 
br akpoint sin le teppin und watch. 
4.2 ODE 00 UMENTATlON 
ode documentation i a set of written descriptions that e plain to a reader what 
the programs do and how th y do it. Internal documentation i descripti e material 
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• • 
written directly within the code. All : a~umentation. 
·, . - labels) names, 
continues with commenting and ends with the organimtia ef e 1 f@gram, Typically, 
<;;' 
keeping track of and maintaining an existing code b~ G~ "·~@§ ~ most time and 
effort in most of the programming projects. 
4.2.1 Naming Conventions 
In the development of Multimedia Kuronthogai, a standard naming convention 
was used to increase the readability of the code. Naming standards can help prevent 
costly and embarrassing mistakes. By adopting a set of standards and sticking to it, any 
future enhancements made to Multimedia Kuronthogai can be done without an. 
misunderstanding and confusion. Each control in Multimedia Kuronthogai has a unique 
prefix that tells the programmer what kind of control it is. This prefix is follow d b th 
usage identifier which describes the function of the control 
Prefix Usage identifier 
\dSongN/ 
4.2.2 Internal Documentation 
Internal documentation contains information directed at the person who will be 
reading the ource code of the program and might po sibly enhance the application. Thu 
in Multimedia Kuronthogai, summary code is provided to identify the program and a 
describe its data structures, algorithms and control flow. A statement of purpo e dictatin 
the function of the module and descriptive comments are embedded within the bod of 
the source code to describe processing functions. In Macromedia Director 6.0, the 
readabilit of tho comments i enhan ed u the color of the c mments differs from the 
color of the progrurn codes. The symbol for the comments in Macromedia Director 6.0 i 
double h ph n ( --) 
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An example of using comments in the coding of Ma _rna1 
This function set the appropriate length so t11a.t it will (tis,~1 a~ CQ-- -CI~ ·., a 2 column list 
box: 
on Pad'Iext sir 
--Set the num of chars before the next column 
set padl.ength = 20 
set count= lengthtstr) 
if count<= (padLength - 1) then 
repeat with i = 1 to (padl.ength - count) 
set sir ==- str & 11 11 
end repeal 
els, 
set sir - charststr, /, padl.ength - /) & 11 11 
end if 
return str 
end 
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4.3 WORKING WlTR MA ROM E,DIA DIRECTO 
4.3.1 Cast 
• 1 d Lingo scripts, 
buttons, transitions, digital video movies, and text used in a :Di~ e , · m~v1e. Each 
movie's cast can contain up to 32,000 cast members. 
I· igure 4.1 a diagram of Internal Casi 
4.3.2 Score 
The most important Window in Macromedia Director 6.0 is the score. It imilar 
to a spread sheet - the columns are called frames, and they correspond to 
instances of time; the rows are called channels, and they correspond to type of ont nt. 
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4.3.3 Ink Effect 
Ink Effect applied to the sprites to change the way they ""a'1~~ .... 
up also indicates the current ink applied to selected ~p.rites i, 
setting the ink of a sprite with Lingo is: 
set the ink of sprite 3 to 36 
This examp1e sets the ink of the sprite in channel 3 to Background Transparent. 
1 ~ ~:tage, The Ink pop 
4.3.4 The Transition Channel 
The Transition channel enables you to set up the special effects among the scenes 
of your movie. 
This statement performs a wipe from right transition that Lasts I second, has a chunk 1 e 
of 20, and occurs over the entire Stage: 
puppet'Iransition 2, 4, 20, TRUE 
4.4 WORKING WlTH DAT AGRIP .FUN TIONS 
4.4.l Open Database 
The first step in just about any database application is to open the database file. You II use 
the DGOpenDatabase function. DGOpenDatabase takes one parameter, the nam of th 
database you want to open. If the database file exists in the same directory as your projector 
you can simply use the name of the file like thi : 
GOpenl atabaset'tkumruhogai.mdb '') 
4.4.2 reate Record et 
ven though we opened the database, but we still have not retrie ed an data To read 
data from the database w need to create a r • ords 11. A record t as the name implies, i a 
set f records (rows from one or more database tables. The record.set might contain all the 
record' in th tabl or it might contain only a few r rds, based on me criteria we pecify 
in an SQL query. J lere's what a typical call to DGCr«!*teRecordsd loo like: 
s t rslf andl · I ; 'r at R cord'!iet(''SEu..,·cr • FROM tb! in". dhHandl 
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4.4.3 Working With QueryDefs 
A Query Def is simply a query, just like the ones 'W© 0 · ·· ·'s point, stored in 
the database file and given a name. The advantage of sto~ , oo ·es j_ .1 - . ! ·ruy are faster than 
query strings in your code. If you use a particular query se--v~ ill.~ in y~ur code, it's also 
easier to maintain a single query in the database than defining it all the places you need it in 
your Lingo code. We open a Query Def using the DGQDOpen function Here's an example: 
Set qdHandle - DGQDOpen("qrPoet", dbHandle) 
The first parameters to DGQDOpen is the name of the stored QueryDef The second 
parameter is the database handle returned from DGOpenDatabase. 
4.4.4 Parameterized Queries 
We'll store this query in the database as a QueryDef However, we need to suppl a 
value for the SongNo variable each time we use the query. This is called a "param 1 ri 
query" because we store the query. Here's a segment of code that illustrates the process: 
set val= DGRSGetFieldValue(dbfleldl, rsliandlel) 
if val > "#ERROR#" then 
DGQDSetParameterVa/ue(''j/d!D",identifier, qdHandlel) 
set tmpRS DGQDCr~ateRS(qdHandle/) 
end if 
set val !XJRS tFi,,,ldValu•('' 'ontaall)". rsliandle) 
if val .... "#ERR0/?11" then 
I C1QL IParam~t rt/alu r'plD". val. qdHandle) 
s ·t /fn/ l?S 
in I J 
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HS S'· t © dbfieldl field 
fld!D is the name of the parameter in the query that we want to set. 
identifier is the value that we are setting for the parameter 
qdHandle is a handle to a previously opened QueryDef. 
4.5 WORKING WiTH TAMIL EDITOR 
There are a number of Tamil fonts that we can use to edit tamil text 'U h ru 
Murasu, Nalinam, TamilOssai and so on. Among all the e, Murasu Tamil 'Ont i popular 
because it is easy to use and it has different type f fonts. We have to u l don •I· to 
view the tamil fonts. The fonts mu t be typed in the editor first and then cut from th 
editor and pasted Lo the field in Macrornedia Director 6.0. 
urr '@ 
LmrQDww!VlwrT~ nlri 
6T g}IUJ{j UJQJ)Ql lB .ID @g)Uluru 8i an QIT w 
6116Uaa; 6\)aJIQIT UIT61ljl) ~w~ 
G& rr(BQ'i G1ru lBlil11 fr uai ~ LOrrW ci'1)lii 
al 61JQJ) ru ~ ~ UQJ lllJ IT ~tm JD &I fl~ .[D 
~LO ri> .(D&J l5U rU ~ rr 6" 611 rr lJI 
GJl)IT~UltD a;~iBQi QJ(!prW4 ~IT 
II 
1:1g11r, -l., 1 diogram of M11ras11 Edlu)» 
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4.6 WORKING WITH MICROSO.FT AC ESS 
Microsoft Access is a very user friendly tool ,. at e ~ t i.! ~ea·t extent the 
completion of this thesis. The data must be ryp d in Murasu i'a ·~ eelhi)f b~fore it can be 
stored in tables in Microsoft Access. 
Figure 4..:/ a diagram of Main Table in Microsoft Access 
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TESTING 
CHAPTERS 
Testing is normally done through verification and validation, which refers to the set 
of activities that ensures that the software correctly implements a specific function. 
The testing for this multimedia database is divided into two phases: 
5.1 UNIT TESTING 
It focuses on the individual components. These individual components especially 
individual templates, are tested to ensure that they operate correctly. Each component or 
form is tested independently, without involving other system components. This enables 
errors to be detected in coding and logic that are contained within the function alone. 
a) Interface 
The module interface in this application is tested to ensure that information 
properly flows in and out of the program unit under testing. For example testing will 
be conducted to ensure that the data that is received from another part of the program. 
Interface testing also tests to ensure that the data that flows out of the module into the 
other parts of the application is correct. 
b) Local Data Structure 
The unit testing conducted on this application also serve to examine th data 
tructure of the module to ensure that the data stored in th module t mporarily 
maintain its integrity during tho execution of the module. 
c) Independent path testing. 
All brunches of the module's coding in this application are executed at least once 
to see whether it works as it should. 
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d) Boundary conditions 
It ensures that the module operates properly at fhe b&leE;im"1 L"l9ln·~·e§ C§tabli~hed to limit 
or restrict its processing. 
e) Error handling 
Testing of the error handling capabilities of the modules in this application. The 
module should be able to detect and recover from any error that occurs during its 
execution. 
5.2 INTEGRA TJON TESTING 
Once unit testing has been completed, all the individual units are combined into a 
working system. The integration is planned and coordinated so that when an error occurs, 
there is some idea of where the error could have occurred. Integration testing i t.o ch k 
for systematic approach for constructing the program tructure while imultan oust 
conducting tests to uncover errors caused by the interfacing. The primary concern i. that 
the system meets its functional and non-functional requirements and also to redu e time 
in looking for errors. 
Integration testing for this application was done using the bottom-up approach. 
Components at the lowest level of the hierarchy i tested individually, first and then later 
all the individually tested components are jointly tested. This approa h was done 
repeatedly until all the components are tested. This system allows fault to be di o er d 
in each unit before combining them, which facilitates the tracking of faults when th 
occur. 
S.3 U ER A EP'f AN E TE TING 
Th user acceptance survey wa conduct d to find ut ' h th r Multimedai 
Kurontho •oi was succe ·sfully implemented and accepted b the users. The users 
cmpris d of two undergraduates from ·acuity f Are. 
The students found the sy tern lo be user friendly. The application is simple and 
nice e. pecially the background , easy to search according to the ke word of song 
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numbers, poet and land. The feedback from the eva]u3ti 
further enhanced by including more animations and Vld~ 
The following suggestions were given by the users to imp a el 
l. should include more animations and video clips, 
2. should include statistic column 
3. should improve the beginning part 
Q( e.et covered be 
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klt~ltfmqdia Kurontho ai 
s YSTEM EVALUATION 
CHAPTER6 
System evaluation, is the process of identifying system strength and limitations by 
measuring the system being built against expectations. Problems are encountered and 
most of them were resolved eventually. 
6.J SYSTEM EVALUATION 
6.1.J System Strength 
Evaluation of system strength is focused on the strength of the database . Thi 1, 
because all the data are accessed by Macromedia Director 6.0 interface from the 
database in Microsoft Access. By developing the system database in this proj t, the 
system has inherited the strength of being able to update with new data and not burden 
the Macromedia Director 6.0 applications or coding. 
The system strength depends on certain criteria such as: 
• Searching capabilities 
Multimedia Kuronthogai provide search modules like search by Song Number, Poet, 
Land, First Line Song Title, Time and Matter. The u ers can choose what e er earch 
method they want. In the result of search by Song Number, Poet, Land Time and 
Matter will contain Song Number and First Line which was sorted b Song Nwnber. 
But in the result of search by First Line and Song Title will contain Song Number and 
First ine but was sorted by First Line or ong Titl . 
• No keyboard skill8 required 
Multimedia Kuronthogai eliminates the need for any typing or alphabetizing skills. rt 
i just o matter of pointing the mouse at a particular search field and clicking the 
mou e button. 
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• No spelling skills required 
Multimedia Kuronthogai eliminates the need for any ·ti 
• Simple and User-friendly Interface 
The multimedia database application interface was d~v@1t)~ in a simple and user 
friendly manner. 
• Provide Maintenance Facilities 
It is easy to make corrections if any errors occur. 
6.2 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS 
• Retrival of data speed 
If Multimedia Kurunthogai is implemented on Pentium processor or lower P model 
with less than 32MB Ram, the retrival of infonnation from its database is v sry low. 
• Can't run from CD 
Multimedia Kurunthogai can't run directly from CD, it must be installed in a hard 
disk first. 
• Limited to the resolution 
The resolution must be l024x768 because Macromedia Director 6.0 only can read the 
resolution but can not change the resolution. 
• M.ust use Murasu Tamil Font 
Murasu Tamil Fonts were used in this application. To view the Tamil Fonts the users 
must run the Murasu Tamil Font first, before they start this application. 
6.3 PROBLEM AND OLUTJONS 
6.3.1 Unfamiliarity With Macromedia Director 6.0 
Although Macromedia Director 6.0 is widely considered to be one of the easiest 
Multimedia programming tool, there was still difficulty faced in learning n hov to use 
Mrtcromediu Director 6.0. 1 he UM library do not have any books on Macromedia 
irector 6.0. The are only few books available in I al market and the books are 
expensive. None of the Macromedia Director 6.0 books provided an in depth reference 
m using alternative methods to connect to the databa e. Help was ught from friends 
md Mecrornedia website in using alternative methods to connect to the datab 
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Multimedia Kutonthp 
6.3.2 Insufficient Time 
A lot of time was spent in analyzing th 
Studies Department. Time was also spent to learn the us 
was stared at a later stage. 
6.4 FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
The development of any system is always a dynamic process. Further improvement 
and new ideas will help in enhancing of the performance of the system. However, due to 
time constraint, these ideas could not be incorporated into this system. The future 
enhancement for this project is to provide a English version. The English version will 
help those who are not Tamil educated to read this poems. 
6.5 KNOWLEDGE GAINED 
Knowledge has been gained during the whole process of development and 
implementation of the project. The knowledge gained is as follows: 
• l learnt about Macromedia Director 6.0 program design and development; 
• Techniques to plan and develop a multimedia system· 
• Techniques to design and maintain the database; 
• Learnt about other additional tool such as Adope Image Styler and Coll dit Pr for 
wave editing 
• I obtained experience in scanning and voice recording, data collection problem 
solving and improvement of communication skill during data collection. 
• Additional understanding of Tamil literatures, especially Kuronthogai 
6.6 CONCLUSION 
Multimedia Kuronthogai ha finally met its objective. Although thi is con Id red 
a the initial goal and specification, there are till requirement. needed for further 
improvement. 
Usage of Vi uni Basi as a multimedia development tool i a great advantag as it uses 
th lutes: con pts, 
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Theory and knowledge gained throughout th cours~ @t• , udi w~r~ applied in the 
development of Multimedia Kuronthogni. Although th~m : ~. l 
in Multimedia Kuronthogai, it can be a guid :\ _·, i 'OO under taking 
projects like this in future. 
Finally T hope that this application which is d~i / e · t0 !!V~ multimedia 
~ 
environment about Kuronthogai wilt be a useful applkatfon tool f~r Tamil literature 
researcher especially to the Indian Studies Department in University Malaya. 
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APPENDIX B Entity Relationship Model -taltimedia Kuronthpgt;J_i 
DEITIES 
FOOD FAUNA 
Food Fauna 
PoemNo 
FLORA BIRD 
Flora 
LYR 
CCUPATION DRUM 
Drum 
TUNE 
·ir tl.ine 'ortlnde 
Entity Relationship Model 
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CODING 
--Startup Scripts 
------------------------------------~------ 
-- StartMovie 
-- this is called when the projector is 
-- initially launched 
-----------------------·---------------------------·--------~~------------~----------e~~e~~---- 
on startMovie 
InitGlobals 
InitDB 
end 
-- InitGlobals --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- This function will initialize and set 
-- aJ I of the global variables.It should 
-- be called once at startup 
------·---------------·---------------------------·-----·---------· --·---------·------·---------------- 
on lnitGlobals 
global DBHandle --A handle to a database 
global RS Handle 1 --A handle to a recordset 
global RSHandle2 --A handle to a recordset 
global RSHandle3 --A handle to a recordset 
global QDHandle 1 --A handle to a querydef 
global QDHandle2 --A handle to a querydef 
--Initially set these handles to 0 since 
--any handle that is returned will be 
+greater than 0 
set DBHandle =- 0 
set R Handle I = 0 
set RSHandlt!2 = 0 
et RSHandle3 
set QDHandle 1 = 0 
set QDHandle2 = 0 
set WhichOne 0 
set Isl O 
set ls2 • 0 
end 
......... __ .. __ .,,.._. _._,. .,.,. ..,.,.. < _ 
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Multimedia Kuronthogai 
--JnitDB 
-- This function will initially open the 
-- database and create a recordset that 
-- wi II allow us to read and edit all of 
-- the contacts in our database 
------------------------------------------------------------------- -------~----------,_____ __ -- 
on InitDB 
global dbllandle 
global rsHandleJ 
global rsHandle2 
--Open the contacts database assuming 
--that it exists in the local directory. 
--lf it doesn't we will get an error back 
--that we can use to communicate with the 
--user. 
set dbHandle = DGOpenDatabase(the moviePath & "kuronthogai.mdb") 
if dbHandle ="#ERROR#" then 
alert "Error: " & GetLastDGError() 
alert "Now exiting the program." 
ClearDGError() 
quit 
end if 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--This SQL string wi11 define our 
--recordset. It essentially means 
--Select everything that exists 
--inside the Contacts table. 
set sqlStringl ="SELECT• FROM tblMain" 
set sqlString2 ="SELECT"' FROM tblList" 
=Open a recordset using our above created 
--SQL string and our database handle 
set rsHandlel = DGCreateRecordset(sqlStringl dbHandle) 
set rsHandle2 D reateRecordset(sql tring2, db+landle) 
if rsl-landlel "# RR R#" or rsHandle2 ... "#•RR R#" then 
alert " rror: " & ' tL1PtD Error() 
alert "Now exiting the program." 
quit 
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end if 
end 
---·------------- ... --------·---------- -·-------------------------------- - -- --- - ---- 
--CheckForDataGrip 
-- Description: Will run through each of the Xtra 
names and check to see if the 
DataGrip Xtra is loaded. 
on CheckForDataGrip 
repeat with counter= I to (the number of xtras) 
set tmpText = tmpText && the name of xtra counter 
end repeat 
if not (tmpText contains "DAO_Xtra") then 
alert "Are you sure you have the Data rip Xtra installed in the Xtra directory?" 
end if 
end 
-----------·---- ------------------------------------ ----- --- -- -·------------- --- -------- ------ 
--Interface Script 1 
------ - ---- ----------------------- 
--Fill held· 
-- This functions will fill out the text 
-- in the fields 
-----·---------------------------------------------- ------ ------"·--- - --- ---------- 
on FillFields 
global qdl-landle 
gl bal r Handle I 
heck to .ee if we have any records 
if R etRr. ord ount(r·Handlel 0 then r tum 
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SetFieldVal("FldLand"," Ll«") 
SetFieldVal("FldWho'',"-ii") 
SetFieldVal("FldToWho","tE 'i¥A ") 
end 
••-------·--·----·-----·------------·----·-----------···--·----------·---·-------------·-----,!9ee.e.,e•--- 
--Interface Scripts I 
---------------------------------- 
--FillFields 
-- This functions will fill out the text 
-- in the fields 
-·-----------------------------------------------·--- 
on SetList dbField I, dbf ield2 
global rs I Handle 
set val= DGR GetFieldValue(dbField2,rsl Handle) 
if val""'"# RROR#" then 
alert "Error" & RETURN & GetLastDG rror() 
ClearDGError() 
else 
=Run through the new recordset and 
--pull out all of the ong numbers 
repeat while not DGRSfsEOF(rs I Handle) 
set desc= DGRSGetFieldValue(dbField2,r 1 Handle) 
if desc ="#ERROR#" then set desc - "" 
et num = D R GetFieldValue(dbFi Id I .rs 1 Jandl ) 
if nurn= "#ERROR#" then et nurn - "" 
set tmp tr2 = tmp tr2 & de c & " " & num & R TURN 
DGR Moveblexttrs l Handle) 
end repeat 
DGRSMoveFirst rs l Handle) 
et th1o: te. t of member I string tmp tr2) 
end if 
nd 
....._ .. .,. ... _. . __ ,.. . 
---------~-----------···---------··--------------·----- B ' . -- cnpts 
--------------------·-.,..-··---·----..,. 
-- tFi 1tdVol 
-- pamm,: 
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-- fieldName: the name of the field on the stage 
-- dbField : the field in the DB 
-- Returns: 
-- The value in the field. If an error 
occurs nothing will be returned but 
-- an error dialog will be displayed 
-- Notes: 
-- This function uses a global variable as 
-- the recordset handle. 
-------------------------·--------------------------- - --------------- --- - - 
on SetFieldVal fieldName, dbField 
global rsHandle I 
set val= DGRSGetFieldValue(dbFleld, rsHandle I) 
if val - "#ERROR#" then 
alert" rror while retrieving from" & fieldName & R TURN & etLastDG :rror() 
ClearDG rror() 
set the text of member field Name= "" 
else 
set the text of member fieldName - tring(val 
end if 
end 
--ScrotJField Scripts 
---------------------------------- 
--Fi II Scroll Fileldl 
-- This functions will query the 
-- database for the information 
-- and then fill ut the scroll text 
-- in the scroll field l 
--·---·,·---------------- --------·------------------------------------- ------· ~- 
n Fill crollFileld l dbf Id I dbfield2,quc .identifier 
global rs Handle I 
lobal dbHnndl ~ 
lobal Li t 
lobul ount r 
t Son ount r 0 
~ I Lt rJ 
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--Open a stored query that will retrieve all of 
--the dbfieldl adn dbfield2 
set qdHandle I - DGQDOpen( query, dbHandle) 
if qdHandle 1 = "#ERROR#" then 
alert "Error: " & GetLastDGError() 
alert "Now exiting the program." 
quit 
end if 
--Check to see if we nave any records 
if DG RSGetRecordCount( rsHandle I) <= 0 then return 
--Fill out the scroll fields 
set val= DGRSGetFieldValue(dbfieldl, rsHandlel) 
if val<> "#ERR R#" then 
DGQDSetParameterVahte("fldTD" ,identifier, qdHandlc l ) 
et tmpR = DGQD reateRS(qdHandle I) 
--Run through the new recordset and 
»pull out all of the song number 
repeat while not DGRSl.s OF(tmpRS) 
set Vari - DGRSGetFieldValue(dbfieldl, tmpRS) 
if Vari=''# RROR#" then set Varl "" 
add List,Varl 
et Var2 = DGRS etFieldValue(dbtield2, tmpR ) 
if Var2 - "# RR R#" then set Var2 - '"' 
set tmp tr l • tmp trl & pad'TextrVar l ) & var2 & " " & R "TURN 
et ong ounter count Li· t 
0 R MoveNe t(tmpR ) 
end repeat 
R lose(tmpR ) 
ind if 
ct the t t of m nnbcr '' croll i t I'' ·trin tmpStrl) 
md 
--------------- --------··------------------- ------- 
-- Pod rt 
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-- Params: ' str: 
-- A string that needs to be padded 
-- Returns: 
-- A new string 
-- Description: 
that is padded to the appropriate 
length so that it will display 
correctly in a 2 column list box 
---------·----·--------------·--------------------·------ - -- - ------~--- 
on PadText str 
--Set the num of chars before the next column 
set padLength - 20 
set count= lengthtstr) 
if count (padLength- I) then 
repeat with i - 1 to (padLength - count) 
set str = str & " " 
end repeat 
else 
set str = charststr, I, padLength - l) & " " 
end if 
r tum str 
end 
---------------------------·---·--------------------------------·--------- --- ------ 
-- crollFi Id cripts 
------------------------- ---·----- 
--Fill crollFileld- 
-- Thi function will que the 
-- datab 1 e for the information 
-- and th n fil I out the croll le t 
-- in th . rcllf •Id I 
n hit r-oltHI Id dbf Id 
lobal Handle .. 
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global dbHandle 
repeat while DG RSGetFieldValue( dbfield,rsHandle2) "" 
set str = DGRSGetFieldYalue(dbfield,rs landle2) 
if str ="#ERROR#" then set Yarl - "" 
set tmpStrl = tmpStrl & str & RETURN 
DGRSMoveNext(rsHandle2) 
end repeat 
DGRSMoveFirst(rsHandle2) 
set. the text of member "ScrollList2" = string(tmpStrl) 
end 
---·----·-----·-- ------ -----------------------------  _, _ 
--ScrollField Scripts 
--FillScrollFileld3 
-- This functions will query the 
-- database for the information 
-- and then fill out the scroll text 
-- in the scroll field I 
--- ------- - - - ----- ----------------- --------- ---- - ·------------ 
on FillScrollFileld3 index, txtfield, dbfield 
global rs Handle I 
global dbHandle 
DGRSMove(index - I, rs Handle I) 
SetFieldYal(txtfield dbfield) 
DGRSMoveFirst(rsHandle I) 
end 
.,. ...,, , _ 
n FillLi t 
global List 
s t l 1al ount( i l 
set po ·iti n I 
.ort List 
repeat ' hile positic n t.otol 
• t tmp trt • tmp trl .trin1 tAt(Li t, po ition)) & R TURN 
· •t position position 1 I 
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end repeat 
set the text of member "FldScro11List3",... string(tmpStrl) 
end 
-------------------------------------------------·---·--------.....,,,,= 
on SetPicture 
set WhichPic = val.ue(SongNo) 
erase member 1 of castlib "image" 
duplicate member member Whichf'ic of castlib "image", member 1 of castlib "image" 
set the name of member l of castlib "image" to "l" 
set picHeight =the height of member I. of castlib "image" 
set pie Width =the width of member 1 of castlib "image" 
if (picHeight - pie Width• 3/4) > 0 then 
set the height of sprite 81 to 700 
set the width of sprite 81 to 450 
else 
set the height of sprite 81 to 650 
set the width of sprite 81 to 500 
end if 
set the memberNum of sprite 81 to 1 
updatestage 
end 
------------------- .. ---- ... -------- -------------------- -·------ ---- - -- - ------ --------------- - 
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USERMENUAL 
MAIN PAGE 
I. Page Title 
Buttons: 
2. o to Page 2 ( earch according t First Line ong Title, ng Number, Poet and 
Land 
3. o to Page 3 earch according to Matter Karupj orul 
4. o to Page 4 ( earch ace rding to Time Muthalporul] 
5. to Page earch a cording to o e ripporul) 
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PAGE 2: SEARCH(First Line. Song Title. Song Number. Poet' ru1d La.nd) 
1. Page Title 
Buttons: 
2. Search according to First Line 
3. Search according to ong Title 
4. Search according to Song Number 
5. Search according to Poet 
6. earch according to Land 
Labels: 
7. Label for scroll List 1 (Poet or Land) 
8. Label for roll Li t 2 ong Number 
Label for scroll List 2 (First Line or ong Title) 
10. Label (Total 
11. Lobel f r Total Son 
croll 
12. 
I . 
i ws n Numl rs and irst I ino 
i w Po t or und 
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PAGE 3: MATTER 
t. Page Title 
Buttons: 
2. Head 
3. Deities 
4. Food 
5. Fauna 
6. Flora 
7. Bird 
8. Drum 
f" t l •1r.. m 
on Numb r) 
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1 8. ScrolJ List 1 views Matter 
19. Scroll List 2 views Song Numbers and First Lines 
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PAGE 4: TIME 
I. Page Title 
Buttons: 
2. Division of day 
3. Divi ion of year 
Label: 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Label for scroll List 2 (First Line) 
Label for croll Li t 2 (Song Number 
Label (Total) 
Label for Total ong 
croll ist: 
8. croll i t I views ivision of day 
9. croll Li t 2 iews on Numb rs and Firnt ines 
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PAGE 5: LOVE 
I. Page Title 
Buttons: 
2. Union 
3. Bewailing 
4. paration 
5. ulking 
6. Patience in eparation 
Label: 
7. 
8. 
9. 
I . 
abel fi r rcr II Li t First Line) 
Label for scr II Li t 2 ( ong Number) 
abel Total 
ab I f r Total on 
i t: 
roll Li. I 1 w · on Numl ·rs and Fir, t Lin , 
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PAGE6: VIEW 
1. Details about the poem 
2. Lyrics of the poem 
3. Buttons 
4. Image 
5. Button to Main Page 
6. croll List with ong Numbers 
7. Scroll ist with explanations 
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